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Introduction 
The MUAC AO AIRAC Brief informs AOs and CFSPs about significant changes in routeings and RAD 
restrictions in the MUAC airspace. It does not supersede the official publication of AIP or RAD; it 
rather aims to provide complementary information regarding some changes which affect flight 
planning in the MUAC airspace. This Brief includes a summary of changes which become effective on 
AIRAC 12-08-2021. 
 
 

Update ARR EDDF, EDFE, EDFH, EDFZ via TACHA - DIXAT 
In the last edition of the MUAC AO AIRAC Brief for 15th July 2021, a new route option for ARR EDDF, 
EDFE, EDFH, EDFZ via TACHA DCT NOLRU DCT DIXAT was introduced. Shortly after implementation, 
some system issues were reported referring to the waypoint NOLRU. Since this point is also located on 
the TACAN route network, some systems had trouble to distinguish between GAT and OAT flight 
plans. In order to overcome this issue, the waypoint NOLRU will be omitted and flights to EDDF, EDFE, 
EDFH, EDFZ can file directly from TACHA to DIXAT. Below, please find the updated information: 
 
With the support of DFS Langen ACC, MUAC can offer a shorter route for flights to EDDF, EDFE, EDFH 
and EDFZ which enter the airspace of Maastricht UAC via waypoint REDFA. During times when the 
military areas EHTRA12Z / EHTRA12AZ are not reserved in the eAUP / eUUP, flights can file REDFA DCT 
TACHA DCT NOLRU DCT DIXAT T149 LIPMI T911. This route options saves 9NM compared to the 
current route option via REDFA DCT TACHA DCT SOGPO DCT DIXAT T149 LIPMI T911 which remains 
available when mentioned military airspace is reserved. 
In order to create the new route option, two DCT segments will be published in RAD Appendix 4 (refer 
to YX50052: TACHA - NOLRU and YX50053: NOLRU – DIXAT).  Furthermore, the waypoint NOLRU will 
be added to the list of connecting points for these aerodromes in RAD rule YX2026.  
TACHA and DIXAT are both MUAC FRA points and can hence be connected according to the general 
rules of MUAC FRA. Furthermore, the route option TACHA DCT DIXAT T149 LIPMI will be added to RAD 
rules YX2026 and YX2056. 
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How to contact Maastricht UAC 

AIRAC information and flight planning advice 

Airspace and Network Planning 

muac.fpl@eurocontrol.int 

https://www.eurocontrol.int/service/airac-information-and-flight-planning-support 

 

Tactical support and pre-tactical planning  

FMP position 

+31 43 366 1473 

masuac.fmp@eurocontrol.int 

https://www.eurocontrol.int/service/tactical-support-and-pre-tactical-planning-muac 

 

The MUAC AO AIRAC Brief is also available on the MUAC ATM Portal. 

If you wish to unsubscribe from our mailing list, please contact us via the channels listed above. 

For general information and other operational services, please visit the MUAC website.  
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